Preface

The goal of this book is to provide a synthesis of how scientists, water managers, and policy makers have considered drought and water scarcity in Spain, Mexico, Australia, South Africa, and the United States with attention to these countries arid and semiarid regions. A cross-country exposé for understanding the various elements of drought and drought management is a much more expedient approach to understanding the relative merits of various approaches to address drought and water scarcity than waiting for each country to explore such options over an extended and uncertain time horizon and drawing conclusions from those experiences. In addition to providing a cross-country description and comparison of drought awareness and experience, this book will also provide an assessment of drought from the perspective of multiple disciplines. To wit, efforts to efficiently mitigate and/or cope with the effects of drought requires an understanding of the biophysical aspects of drought, including the hydrologic and ecologic elements, as well as the technical, economic, and policy aspects. Hence, researchers from multiple disciplines within these countries, including disciplines such as agronomy, ecology, economics, hydrology, and irrigation technology, provided an assessment of drought experiences from their particular disciplinary perspective. Additionally, water manager and policy makers from each of these countries provided background and the current status of drought policy within their own country.

Each of the main sections in the book is discipline specific and provides the reader with an in-depth understanding of particular drought experiences, knowledge bases, and approaches to modeling drought from multiple countries. Together, these separate sections offer the reader with a better understanding of how to approach drought from a multidisciplinary perspective. The final chapter provides an in-depth comparison of drought experiences, descriptions, and approaches within each discipline by experts within each discipline. As such, after reading this book an interested reader should be able to identify both the successful and problematic approaches used to cope with various aspects of the droughts. Such an outcome should prove useful to researchers, practitioners, water managers, and policy makers who are looking to improve their baseline understanding of drought from different disciplines and levels of management. Furthermore, highlighting
and identifying the different approaches and experiences from various integral disciplines across a multitude of countries should go a long way at improving our fundamental understanding of the interactions between physical impacts of drought and the effectiveness of mitigation policies on the economic consequences of droughts. Finally, a comparison of alternative policy outcomes and the evaluation of particular policy approaches from one country to another will enhance our understanding of how physical, institutional, and economic factors impact the effectiveness of one policy instrument relative to another.

The genesis of this book was developed on the heels of a symposium titled, “International Drought Symposium: Integrating Science and Policy” that took place on March 24–26, 2010 in Riverside, California (http://cnas.ucr.edu/drought-symposium/). The symposium, which was organized by the Water Science and Policy Center at the University of California, Riverside, brought together senior disciplinary experts from Spain, Australia, South Africa, Mexico, and California—all drought-prone areas—to sit together and share scientific and policy aspects related to drought and its mitigation in each of these areas. Most, but not all, of the initial drafts of these chapters were submitted to, and presented at, this symposium.

While there are many people and organizations that provided support in one way or another for this book and for which we are thankful, we want to begin by thanking Springer Press, and in particular the editors we interacted with directly—Fritz Schmuhl and Takeesha Moerland-Torpey—for their support and patience. We are especially grateful to Dr. Ariel Dinar, Professor and Director of the Water Science and Policy Center at the University of California, Riverside for bringing this group of scholars, water managers, and policy makers together and providing the platform and encouragement for this book. Without Ariel’s support, this book would have never materialized. We have benefited greatly from numerous reviewers who provided critical and constructive comments during the review process in which all of the chapters were sent out to independent scholars. Special thanks go to these scholars, including Ken Baerenklau, Khaled Bali, Richard Clark, David Cresswell, Randy Dahlgren, Edwin Fagin, Theodor Geisel, Steve Grattan, Jonathon D. Kaplan, Nelson Lourenco, Siwa Msangi, Alfredo Ollero, Manuel Omedas, Andres Sahuquillo, Donald Suarez, Frank Ward, John Ward, and Santhi Wicks. Additionally, we are thankful to Marti Childs (EditPros LLC) for her extremely adept copy editing skills that allowed her to take chapters from five different countries and umpteen different formats and make sense of them all. The completion of this book was greatly facilitated by input and editing from Carol O’Brien, administrative assistant at the Water Science and Policy Center, University of California, Riverside.

The production of the book benefitted from funding and support from the following agencies/sources: Water Science and Policy Center (WSPC) and the College of Natural and Agricultural Sciences at the University of California, Riverside (UCR); the National Science Foundation (NSF Award EAR-0943440); Rosenberg International Forum on Water Policy; Santa Ana Watershed Project Authority (SAWPA); Western Municipal Water District; Australian National Water Commission; Australian Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research
Organization (CSIRO); Murray Darling Basin Authority (MDBA); eWater Cooperative Research Center (CRC); South Australian Research and Development Institute (SARDI); University of Pretoria, South Africa; Center for Environmental Economics and Policy in Africa (CEEPA); Instituto Nacional de Ecologia, Mexico (INE); Secretary of State of Water and Rural Affairs, Spanish Ministry of Environment, Rural and Marine Affairs, Spain; Federación Nacional de Comunidades de Regantes, Spain; Ebro Basin Authority, Spain; Riegos del Alto Aragón, Spain; Euro-Mediterranean Irrigators Community; Agrifood Research and Technology Center (CITA-Government of Aragon), Spain; Research & Technology AgriFood Institute (IRTA-Government of Catalonia), Spain.
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